News Break Scavenger Hunt
Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, December 2,
2018 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.
1. TODAY IN HISTORY: President James Monroe outlined his doctrine
opposing European expansion in the Western Hemisphere. What year did
this take place? (MAIN)
2. TODAY IN HISTORY: The newly created Environmental Protection
Agency opened under its first director, William Ruckelshaus. What year
did this take place? (MAIN)
3. TODAY IN HISTORY: In the first operation of its kind, doctors at the
University of Utah Medical Center implanted a permanent artificial heart in
the chest of retired dentist Dr. Barney Clark, of Des Moines, Washington,
who lived 112 days with the device. What year did this take place?
(MAIN)
4. France’s most violent urban riot in more than a decade engulfed some of
central Paris on Saturday as “yellow jacket” activists torched cars,
smashed windows, looted stores and tagged the Arc de Triomphe with
multicolored graffiti. What are the people angry about? (MAIN)
5. Hopes that a park or housing will be built anytime soon on the site of
Seattle’s Roosevelt reservoir are collapsing because of what? (MAIN)
6. In nearby Bothell, a team at the General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical
Systems operation sat in front of a live video feed from NASA’s Mission
Control, waiting for news about their own piece of the mission. What does
the Mortar Deployment System do? (BUSINESS)
7. Cities with significant economic growth are seeing an increase in what two
areas? Seattle and San Francisco are primary examples, each with
growing populations, jobs and poverty. (THE MIX)
8. Describe the folk-art tradition, known as Retablos? (THE MIX)
9. Published Nov. 13, Obama’s book sold more than 1.4 million copies in its
first week. In her new book “Becoming”, what does Michelle Obama write
about? (THE MIX)
10. Krantz’s journalistic curiosity got the best of her, and she soon found
herself interviewing scientists and amateur Bigfoot hunters, and venturing
into the deep of the forest in search of Bigfoot — or at least some insight
into the people who just can’t quit looking for the apelike creature.
On the podcast “Wild Thing”, what does Krantz examine? (THE MIX)

News Break is posted to the Web on Monday. Please share this NIE News Break
program with other teachers. To sign-up for the print replica for your class,
please call 206/652-6290 or toll-free 1-888/775-2655. Copyright © 2018 The
Seattle Times Company

News Break Scavenger Hunt Answer Key: Sunday, December 2, 2018
1.
2.
3.
4.

1823 (MAIN, A2)
1970 (MAIN, A2)
1982 (MAIN, A2)
Protesters angry about rising taxes and the high cost of living clashed with
French riot police, who closed off some of the city’s most popular tourist
areas and fired tear gas and water cannon as they tried to quell the
mayhem in the streets. At least 110 people were injured. (MAIN, A6)
5. A new study by the city says water should continue to be stored at the site
for emergency purposes in the event of a catastrophic earthquake. (MAIN,
A19)
6. It is a wastebasket-sized cylindrical device, roughly 18 inches long and 10
inches across, that uses a precisely calibrated explosion to rapidly inflate
the a huge parachute behind the lander. That high-caliber shove is
needed because the Martian atmosphere, at only one-hundredth the
density of Earth’s, is so thin that the parachute won’t unfold on its own,
said Paul Lichon, director of General Dynamic’s Bothell operation.
(BUSINESS, D1)
7. Homelessness and working families pushed out of town. (THE MIX, E4)
8. Retablos are devotional artworks with origins in Old World Catholic
traditions, popularized in Latin American countries — particularly Mexico.
A retablo depicts a personal problem or injury, along with the intercession
of a holy presence that assists in overcoming the affliction. Often painted
on metal, retablos are typically rustic, colorful works that serve
simultaneously as a testament of suffering, a supplication to divine power
and an expression of gratitude. (THE MIX, E4)
9. In it, she tells of growing up in a modest Chicago apartment with her
parents and brother, meeting and marrying a fellow Harvard-schooled
lawyer, and spending eight years in the White House. (THE MIX, E5)
10. The evidence, history, scientists and believers that have made her wonder
if Bigfoot might be real after all. (THE MIX, E1)

